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Abst ract
Relationship between the density and magnetic field fluctuations of electromagnetic
plasma waves in an infinitely uniform magnetized plasma is studied based on MHD,, two‑fluid
and kinetic linear theories. In the MHD theory, density fluctuation is related to parallel
magnetic field fluctuation. The density fluctuations of the shear and compressional Alfv n
waves are discussed. The two‑fluid theory includes parallel electric fi ld fluctuations. The
breakdown due to the lack of wave‑particle resonances is discussed. In the kinetic theory, the

relationship including wave‑particle resonances is obtained from the Vlasov equation. The
kinetic expression is compared with experimental results for the Alfv n ion cyclotron waves

observed in GAMMA 10 by means of the reflectometer measurement.
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1. Introduction

We analyze the density fluctuations associated with

It is well known that electrostatic plasma
waves are originated by density fluctuations. On

the shear and compressional Alfv n waves in a cold

the other hand, although so‑called electromagnetic

density and magnetic field fluctuations. In section

plasma waves are casually thought to be free of

3, we discuss the relationship based on the two‑fluid

density fluctuations, it is generally unclear whether

theory in a hot plasma. We here inclu,de the

electromagnetic plasma waves cause density fluc‑
tuations or not. We need analyses to find out the

contribution of electric field fluctuations, which is

answer.

breakdown of the two‑fluid theory due to the lack of

plasma and obtain the relationship between the

neglected in the MHD theory. We also mention the

The aim of this paper is to discuss the

wave‑particle resonance effects. In section 4, we

relationship between the density and magnetic field

deal with the kinetic theory. We here derive the

fluctuations associated with electromagnetic plasma

relationship between the density and magnetic field

waves. We here consider electromagnetic plasma

fluctuation from the linearized Vlasov equation,

waves with frequencies in the ion cyclotron range of

where the wave‑particle resonance effects are taken

frequencies (ICRF) in an infinitely uniform

into account. We see that the results of the kinetic

magnetized plasma. In section 2, the magnetohy‑
drodynamic (MHD) theory approach is presented.

theory cover those of the two‑fluid theory. The

wave‑particle resonances describe the Landau
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damping and transit time damping by the electron.

l 6

+ Vi ･

at po

In section 5, concerning with the ratio of the density

to magnetic field fluctuations. We compare the
expression by the kinetic theory with the recent

i + az

̲ E X Bo

l ‑ B

ll = O (6)

' (7)

= O (8)

experimental result of Alfv n ion cyclotron (AIC)

fluctuations observed in GAMMA 10 by means of

measurement using both O‑mode and X‑mode

9 )

Substituting eqs. (7) and (8) into eq. (6) , we obtain

reflectometers. Finally, in section 6,we summarize

a J 1+ I

･ (V X

) =0 (9)

at po Bo '

the results obtained in this paper.

Since p

Min, where n is the plasma density, the

substitution of eq. (4) into eq. (9) yields the

2. MHD Theory
In this section, we discuss the relationship
between the density and magnetic field fluctuations

relation between the density. and magnetic field
fluctuations as

associated with electromagnetic plasma waves in
the ideal MHD theory, which is valid for very low‑

no

frequency fluctuations. We here assume per‑

̲

Bo '

turbed quantities with the plane‑wave form given

where

by exp [ i (ki ･ ri + kllz ‑ cot)] for simplicity,

the magnetic field fluctuation. In the ideal MHD

where co is the wave frequency, ki and kll (=

･ k)

theory for a uniform cold plasma, we see that the

the components of the wave number k perpendic‑

density fluctuation is related to the parallel
component of the magnetic field fluctuation. The
perpendicular component Bi of the magnetic field

ular and parallel to an unperturbed magnetic field

Bo = Bo , respectively. The vector

is the unit

We also obtain, from eqs. (1) through (5),

We here assume an infinitely uniform cold

E =0, (11)

plasma. We also assume that the unperturbed

magnetic field Bo is uniform and the wave
frequency (D is much smaller than the ion cyclotron

and two eigenmodes as follows:

frequency co.i (= eBo/Mi), where e is the ion

a) = VAk with B = O, (12)

charge and Mi the ion mass. Then, small perturba‑
tions of the plasma are described by the line rized

(o = VA (k2 + k )1/2 with Bll

MHD equations given by
a

a

po at = J X Bo,

･ ) is the parallel component of

fluctuation does not cause the density fluctuation.

vector in the z‑direction.

Ot + V ･ (po r) = O,

(=

JLB (10)

(1)

(2 )

where VA (= BolV

O, (13)

5 ) is the Alfv n velocity.

For the former mode (12), the density fluctuation
does not arise because of B = O. Therefore, it is
called as the shear (or torsional) Alfv n wave. On

X Bo = O, (3)

the other hand, the latter mode (13) induces the

V X‑ at;' ‑ ‑ aB (4)

compressional Alfv n wave.
We next consider the Alfv n waves near the

V X B = Iloj (5)

ion cyclotron frequency. When we take into

E +

density fluctuation and therefore is called as the

account the Hall effect, eq. (3) is replaced by [1]

;+ XB
= I j XB (14)
o eno

where E is the electric field, B the magnetic field, v

is the flow velocity, j the current density and p the

mass density and //o the permeability of vacuum.
Here, the suffix O denotes an equilibrium quantity

In this case, we obtain again eq. (11) and two

and the suffix ‑ denotes a perturbed quantity.
We obtain, from eqs. (1) through (3),

waves. We note that in this case the parallel

eigenmodes, i.e., the shear and compressional Alfv n

magnetic field fluctuation B for the shear Alfv n
wave does not vanish. That is, this means that the
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shear Alfv n wave as well as the compressional
Alfv6n wave also induces the density fluctuation
when the wave frequency approaches near the ion

function J

̲ ;xBo

*i ̲ B

2‑( ) 2A2 A (15)
k A‑ kll
cocaA‑k
2 '
(L)

' (20)

and the parallel electron motion is given by, from eq.
(19) ,

(hir) in an infinite cylindrical plasma,

where m denotes the azimuthal mode number and
the perpendicular wave number hi is given by

4 ;

by the E X B drift as

cyclotron frequency. For both the shear and
compressional Alfv n waves, the parallel magnetic
field fluctuation Bll is expressed by the Bessel

{1

*ll =

i

J

LeE +j J

k T.

.

(21)

M*(() M*co no '

where Ell is the parallel component of the electric
field fluctuation. Substituting eqs. (20) and (21)

into eq. (18) and using eq. (4), we can obtain

A = co2 (16)

̲ LLB ̲!ki

no Bo

VA2 (1 ‑ co2/(o i) '

k2vt2e r

̲.

2co2 Lno I hllTe]

LeE l, (22)

From eqs. (15) and (16) , we can obtain the parallel

where vte (= V2

wave number kl as a function of a) for a given ki as

velocity. From eq. (Z2) , we obtain two limiting

follows:

relationships as

2 2

kjj =A ‑ k21

l‑,(
2 2 i)
k2 ･2 (17)

where when co/(oci < 1, the + sign describes the

shear Alfv n wave and the ‑ sign describes the
compressional Alfv n wave. Since the magnitude
of the parallel magnetic field fluctuation depends on

the value of k , the difference in the magnitude of
the density fluctuation arises between the shear and

compressional Alfv n waves.

nor=BolLB
' for co >> I kll I vte, (23)
and

' ̲ i

In this section, we briefly discuss the relation‑

ship between the density and magnetic field
fluctuations based on the two‑fluid theory for an

infinitely uniform warm plasma. We assume that
the temperature is spatially uniform and that the
quasi‑charge neutrality is well satisfied for the

the ideal MHD theory. Namely, when the wave
phase velocity co/lk I is much higher than the
electron thermal velocity, the ideal MHD result is
fluctuation is related to the parallel component E l
of the electric field fluctuation. We note that l

= O in the ideal MHD theory as shown in eq. (11) .

For electrostatic fluctuations described by E = ‑
V c, c being the electrostatic potential. Eq. (24)

describes the Boltzmann relation given by
no

). In this case, it is easier to study

linearized two‑fluid equations given by
at e + V ･ (no e) = O,

Me a6t

(18)

L

Te

=( I ) [B 2 ' (26)
no 2co2 o Meco
n ̲jLU

fluctuation. Small perturbations of the electron
density ne and fiow velocity ve are described by the

‑ . (25)

̲

In the intermediate region of the two limits, we have

e (=

) rather than dynamics of the ion density

a

, te '

Equation (23) is the same as eq. (10) obtained in

electron and ion density fluctuations, that is, re =

i (=

LeE for (o << I kll I v (24)

no k Te

reproduced. In the opposite limit, the density

3. Two‑Fluid Theory

dynamics of the electron density fluctuation

) is the electron thermal

k2vt2e

1

LU̲B i

:L JLek E

J

We note that the parallel magnetic and electric
fluctuations B and E I are not independent and
related to each other when the electromagnetic mode
is specified, though eq. .(26) shows that both B I

e =‑
o noTe
(19)

and Ell induce the density fluctuation. We see

where Te is the electron temperature. The perpen‑

the two‑fluid theory, which is due to the lack of

dicular motion of the electron is well approximated

wave‑particle resonance effects. Therefore, we

e ;‑e r X B V 'e,

from eq. (26) that the density fluctuation diverges

when (02 = k2vt2e /2. This means the breakdown of
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need analyses based on the kinetic theory taking
into account wave‑particle resonance effects to
obtain the relationship between the density and
magnetic field fluctuations for the case of co ‑

' (ki X El) aFO

ki avl co ‑ ki]v

J avlol
ncoce J
+ iEll

+

l k j I vte'

4. KinetiC Theory

L

J L2() ̲

[

X

n=‑"(n 0)

JJ,

co ‑ kilvll n=‑"(n+0) ncoce

(29)

between the density and magnetic field fluctuations

where we have used the approximation 1/(co ‑
‑ kliv
ncoce
= ) 1/ncoce for n
O since

based on the kinetic theory taking into account the

l coce I >> I (o ‑ klv l. USing the fOllowing rela‑

wave‑particle resonances. The starting point is
the linearized Vlasov equation for the perturbed
distribution function fe of the electron given by

tions

In this section, we discuss the relationship

(a 'e o'aa )‑

n=‑‑(n+0)
n n
Jn2 ( ) = I ‑ J02 ( ),

= ee( )

and also Jo ( )

2/4 for I

1 << l, we can

‑ Me f dvll
fj

where Fo is the unperturbed distribution function of

̲ eno 2lc ovidvi

the electron. When the unperturbed distribution
function Fo is isotropic, the solution of eq. (27) in

[ ･ ki ' Ei I kivi aFO

I ki coce 2coce 6vi

an infinitely uniform plasma is given by [2]

+

enn=‑"
" ei
fe = i M:
(o ‑sinc‑inc
ncoce
k[[vll

' (kl X Ei) I klvi aF
ki v (o‑k
2coce avi

+ i jl co1 ‑aFO
k[lvjl av i, (30)

x Jl liJn ( ) aFO [ki ' El ncoce Jn ( )

ki ki

J ,
ki vi avl

J (28)
' (ki X Ei) viJ'n ( ) I aFO

We see that the first term in eq. (30) can be

= kivi/coce' (oce (= ‑ eBo/Me) the elec‑

the first term is smaller than the second term by
l co ‑ kllv l/1 a)ce] (<< 1). Using Faraday's law

+ i

neglected as compared with the second term, since

tron cyclotron frequency, ip the angle between vi
and ki, Jn ( ) the Bessel function of order n and J'n

= dJn/d . We assume here that the unperturbed
distribution function Fo is Maxwellian and is given

(OB = k X E, we finally obtain the relationship
between the density and magnetic field fluctuations
as

by Fo = (7c3/2vt3e ) 1exp (‑v2/vt2e )' We also
assume the quasi‑charge neutrality, that is,

i (=

I ‑

obtain

c

where

̲ O,

n=‑‑(n+0)

; + I v x B ' av Fo, (27)

av +

ii

'e= ‑ ('e+0)

+ v V ‑ Mec v X B av fe

M

"

I L ‑

re =

no

)1 ,(31)
+ i [1co +Z( ‑co LeE

). The density fluctuation has been

l kll I vte I kjl I vte kliTe

calculated in ref. 3 for the case that the parallel

component of the electric field fluctuation is
neglected in eq. (28) .
Integratingeq. (28) with respect to the velocity

where Z (x) is the plasma dispersion function given

by

Z(x) V= J̲̲
I r"
e t2 dt. (32)
t‑ x

v, we obtain

fj f
f 02lt

n Medc
f f ̲f
o

vid v

Equation (31) can reproduce the results of the

dvll

two‑fluid theory. That is,we obtain, from eq. (31),

̲ eno 27co" vidvi j
dvll

=

JLB , for (() >> I kll I vte'

no B

f‑ l ki
' Ei I aF
ki kivi avi n=‑ (n+0)

' o

r= T( ZcoT )T JiB
Bo

Jn2 ( )
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5. Alfven lon Cyclotron Fluctuations

and

In this section, we discuss the relationship

̲ i for
leE co << I kll I v

no k Te

, te'

between the density and magnetic field fluctuations

for the AIC mode. We compare the expression
(31) obtained by the kinetic theory in the previous

We note again that the parallel electric field
fluctuation Ell is proportional to the parallel

section with the experimental results obtained by

magnetic field fluctuation B I in eq. (31) when the

means of measurement using both O‑mode and X‑
mode reflectometers in the GAMMA 10 experiment

electromagnetic mode is specified. Equation (31)

[41 .

includes wave‑particle resonance effects described

by the imaginary part of the plasma dispersion
function Z (x). The wave‑particle resonances

magnetic field fluctuations theoretically. There‑

describe the Landau damping or transit time

fore, we need to find the ratio of the parallel electric

We first estimate the ratio of the density to

damping by the electron. The imaginary contribu‑

field to magnetic field fluctuations, i.e., Elj /B 11 for

tion of Z (x) due to wave‑particle resonances causes

the AIC mode. Since the AIC mode is destabilized

the phase difference, for example, between the
density fluctuation
and the magnetic field
fluctuation B as shown in ref. 3. On the other
hand, the density and parallel magnetic field

by the temperature anisotropy of, the ion, we assume

fluctuations in the two‑fluid theory are in phase

each other, since wave‑particle resonances are

We also assume that Ex = i Ey since the AIC mode
is left‑hand polarized and k = ki
+ kll . In

neglected. We show I xZ (x) I and 1 1 + xZ (x) I as

this case, from the dispersion equation of electro‑

a function ofx= co/lk I vte in Fig. 1. We see that

magnetic modes in an infinitely uniform magnetized
plasma [5] , we obtain,

xZ (x) I ‑> O and 1 1 + xZ (x) I ‑ > I as x‑

the bi‑Maxwellian distribution function as the
unperturbed distribution function of the ion, for
simplicity, in order to estimate the ratio Ell/Bll'

O, and

also I xZ (x) I ‑‑> I and i I + xZ (x) I ‑> O as x‑> oo.

[eyz

We note that the imaginary part of Z (x) becomes

i (exz + ninll)] Ey = (ezz

n ) E Il,

(33)

important for x < 2, where the two‑fluid theory

wrth ni = cki/co, n = ckll/(o and

breaks down.

exz̲ ki 2lco2i
2 fTii ̲ 1
kn co Tlli

+; 1 1 [(

1 .5

Tlli

= coci

lxz(x)l

x

1

e"
x

O

1

2

3

co +

cocl (( ) +

Tr rZ

(oci )J

T (34)

‑ k'{ i2 co" T ( )
kil co'

+ . .

I1 + xZ(x)l

0.5

o

(L) + 1) Tii ̲ I]

(o +

T

Tii:T

Z T Tllcov**

[( l

+( )‑co.,)T̲Ti:‑

r(Tr(35)

co'* Z co +

co** )J

= (kllvte)2
1 + T( Z )T j
(36)
ezz
2 [ co

4

.̲ E (!) e

x

where exz' e fz and ezz are the elements of the
Fig. I IxZ(x) I and 1 1 +xZ(x) I as a function of x= col
l klll vt*, where Z(x) is the plasma dispersion
function.

dielectric tensor for the AIC mode, Tii and T i the
perpendicular and Parallel temperatures of the ion,

1047
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the plasma frequency, and we have assumed kipi
<< I (pi = VTl･ ;/(vci)' Using Ey = (co/ki) Bll

kx [

and eq. (33) , we then obtain,

ko (

where cox is the frequency of the X‑mode incident

wave, ko and kx the wave numbers of the O‑mode
and X‑mode incident waves, respectively. In the

JLE co e ‑i(exz+n n)

= ikzezz i2ni . (37)

experiment, the ratio of the density to magnetic field
fluctuations is estimated as [ le/no [ /1 BI /BC I =

If we substitute eqs. (34) through (36) into eq.
(37), we can obtain, for kipi << 1,

0.7 ‑ 1.5 from eq. (40) . On the other hand, using
the experimental results, co

LLE̲̲ ̲ i vte Me !2

k vte

l h I vti = 1.2 ‑ 2.0, we obtain

x [( (
)ci‑Tr(TZ‑ T ･)]
Tr

co ‑ (oct co (oc.l

T

1 T+ :Z
( )* (38)

;O 8 1 O

‑ ‑J
(
x [1 co (ocl ̲0.1‑0.2.
̲ Lili

(oci

. (a)‑ (o')1
c* ̲

T TZ r

n‑ ((Z‑)‑J

f
n0=

Then we obtain I

e/nol/1 B /Bol ; 0.7 ‑ 1.2
from eq. (39) as the theoretical estimation.

co̲coct [T̲Tii
co ) 1 1
coci

Therefore, we see that both theoretical and

x [1 + co L coci Z(co ‑ cot:1
)JJ oJLB' (39)
l kil I vti I k I I v

ZT :

co )
(o :.:i 1r T̲Tii
1

Since eBo/k Te = 2 (Mi/Me) (coci/k vt2e)' substi‑
tuting eq. (38) into eq. (31), we finally obtain

I

0.9coci' Tli/T i = 8

‑ 14, (D/lkll lve = 0.5 ‑ 0.7 and (co‑coci )l

Bl 2 Mi co
Tli
i ‑I (o
) I] [1 +
T

e Ino)
(40)
ll /Bo] '

e/no + ((ox I coce I /(o e)

experimental results are in good agreement with
each other. Since the second term is smaller than

B

We next mention fluctuations which are

the first term by factor four to one order of

considered to be the AIC modes observed in the
GAMMA 10 experiment by means of the reflecto‑
meter measurement [4] and compare eq. (31) with

magnetic field fluctuation dominates the density
fluctuation associated with the AIC modes observed

magnitude in eq. (39) , we also find that the parallel

in the GAMMA 10 experiment. This result

the experimental results. The AIC modes have
been already observed in GAMMA 10 by means of

justifies our previous analysis in ref. 3, where the
contribution from the parallel electric field fluctua‑

the magnetic probes, where the strong temperature
anisotropy of the ion is created by ICRF heating in

tion is neglected. The density‑fluctuation level is
estimated as I
e/no] = (2
4) x 10‑4, which is

the central cell [6]. The fluctuations increase with

the increase of the central‑cell beta value and the
temperature anisotropy of the ion, i. e., Tii/Tili'

very low as compared with the fluctuation level of
electron drift waves, I e/no I = (1 ‑ 10) x 10‑2,

The signals from both the O‑mode and X‑mode

observed in GAMMA 10 [8] .

reflectometers can be consistently explained only
by the existence of both the density and magnetic
field fluctuations, since the O‑mode signals are

6. Summary

depending on the density fluctuation only and X‑

the density and magnetic field fluctuations associ‑

mode signals are related to both the density and
magnetic field fluctuations. The ratio of the O‑

ated with electromagnetic plasma waves in an

We have discussed the relationship between

infinitely uniform magnetized plasma based on the

mode phase change 6co to X‑mode phase change
6cx is given by [7]

ideal MHD theory, two‑fluid theory and kinetic
theory. In the ideal MHD theory for a cold plasma,
the density fluctuation is related to the parallel

6co
6 cx

component of the magnetic field fluctuation. In the
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